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November, 2015. 
 
We are now sliding into the Fall-into-Winter moment. 
 
There is often a perception that Salt Spring, the Gulf Islands, and Vancouver Island are seasonal 
markets...busier in late Spring and Summer...with less happening in the supposed "off season". Not so. 
 
It's important to be presented to the marketplace at all times, in this post-Internet era. The Google 
search eye never sleeps. Someone, somewhere is searching. 
 
In our secondary home/discretionary region, on this thin strip of the beautiful Pacific Northwest Coast, 
potential buyers now turn up, physically, between mid-summer and late fall...to view what had caught 
their attention earlier, on the net. 
 
Many sales thus take place between August and end of the year. This catches many sellers off guard, if 
they have only a Spring/Summer mindset for a possible sale. 
 
At this point, in a still busy sales time, we can point to continuing signs of an authentic market shift...in a 
strong upward direction: 
 
-Thinning inventory. 
-Rising price levels in the entry level residential priced category. 
-Sales of undeveloped land. 
-Stronger interest in higher end residential options...with more sales in this segment. 
-buyer desire to buy a retirement or recreational or investment property. 
-concerns over currencies making hard asset investments of interest. 
-media reporting on all the above. 
 
No matter the market trend in play at any time, there is always opportunity in a property purchase. Over 
time, a real estate investment is an important one. It is a wealth builder and a wealth preserver, 
although it is a "long tail" investment decision. 
 
If you are considering a purchase of a Salt Spring Island, other Gulf Island, or Vancouver Island property, 
call me. My strong referral network will connect you to the best agents if your wish list lies in an area 
outside my circle of expertise. Benefit from my knowledge, of both inventory & of trends...let me help 
you to discover the right property for you. 
 
The transition period between a buyers and a sellers market is rapidly closing, in our Gulf Islands area. 
 
In the entry level priced residential properties (below $550,000, say?), we are already seeing sellers 
conditions. In undeveloped land sales, it's still early days. Waterfront & superlative ocean view acreages 
always see earliest activity, in upper tier residential (over $900,000), and this pattern has just started 
(since August?)...waterfronts and equestrian friendly acreages are currently most in demand. The spread 
between list and sale price points is rapidly narrowing in all property types. 
 



These are the key factors pointing to the close of the transition period: narrowing price spread, thinning 
inventory, sales volume increase. 
 
Our coastal secondary home regions only began to see "soft" recovery in late 2014. Now, although still 
not even-handed, and many properties still not seeing "fast sales", we are almost through the transition 
period...many people, locally, liken both our current real estate and our small business recovery to 
2006/2007 patterns. Pre-economic collapse of 2008, then. All good news! 
 
How may I help you to buy your special Salt Spring Island, Gulf Island, or Vancouver Island property? Call 
me! Look forward to working with you. 
 
Tel: 1-250-537-7647 
E-Mail: liread33@gmail.com 


